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Abstra t. Graph separation is a well-known tool to make (hard) graph
problems a essible for a divide and onquer approa h. We show how
to use graph separator theorems in order to develop xed parameter
algorithms for many well-known NP-hard (planar) graph problems. We
oin the key notion of glueable sele t&verify graph problems and derive
from that a prospe tive way to easily he k whether a planar graph
problem will allowp for a xed parameter divide and onquer algorithm
of running time k  nO(1) for a onstant .

1 Introdu tion
Algorithm designers are often fa ed with problems whi h, when viewed from lassi al omputational omplexity theory, are \intra table." More formally speaking, these problems an be shown to be NP -hard. In many appli ations, however,
a ertain part ( alled the parameter ) of the whole problem an be identi ed whi h
tends to be of small size k when ompared with the size n of the whole problem
instan e. This leads to the study of parameterized omplexity [7℄.
Fixed parameter tra tability. Formally, one terms a (parameterized) problem xed parameter tra table if it allows for a solving algorithm running in time
f (k)nO(1) on input instan e (I; k), where n = jIj and f is an arbitrary fun tion
only depending on k . We will also term su h algorithms \f (k )-algorithms" for
brevity, fo using on the exponential part of the running time bound. The asso iated omplexity lass is alled FPT. Of ourse, designing xed parameter
algorithms with a \small" fun tion f is desirable. To our knowledge, so far, only
one non-trivial xed parameter tra tability result where
p the orresponding fun tion f is sublinear in the exponent, namely f (k ) = k [1℄, is known: planar
dominating set. Similar results hold for losely related problems su h as fa e
over, planar independent dominating set, planar weighted dominating set, et . [1℄. In the ompanion paper [2℄, we proved similar results for
a mu h broader lass of planar graph problems, presenting a general methodology based on on epts su h as tree de ompositions and bounded outerplanarity.
?
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Here, we will also dis uss a rather general approa h for obtaining parameterized
graph algorithms running in time1 O( e(k)  q (n)) for sublinear fun tions e, i.e.,
e(k) 2 o(k). More pre isely, we investigate the use of (planar) separator theorems in this ontext, yielding an alternative and on eptually rather di erent
framework in omparison with [2℄.
General outline. It is a ru ial goal throughout the paper not to narrowly
sti k to problem-spe i approa hes, but to try to widen the te hniques as far
as possible. More spe i ally, we show how to use separator theorems for di erent graph lasses, su h as, e.g., the well-known planar separator theorem due to
Lipton and Tarjan [8℄, in ombination with known algorithms for obtaining (linear size) problem kernels in order to obtain xed parameter divide and onquer
algorithms. Spe ial are is taken for the dependen y of the running time on the
\graph separator parameters" (and how they in uen e the re urren es in the
running time analysis). We onsider a broad lass of problems that an be atta ked by this approa h, namely, in prin iple, all so- alled glueable sele t&verify
problems su h as, e.g., planar dominating set.2 Also, we exhibit the in uen e on the running time analysis of so- alled y le separators. Although the
onstants a hieved in our setting so far seem to be too large in order to yield
pra ti al algorithms, our approa h provides a general, sound, mathemati al formalization of a ri h lass of problems that allow for divide and onquer xed
parameter algorithms. Our methodology seems to leave mu h room for improvement in many dire tions. For instan e, we introdu e the novel on ept of problem
ores that an repla e problem kernels in our setting. Finally, we give a push to
the study of sub lasses of the parameterized omplexity lass FPT. In this sense,
our work also might serve as a starting point for more algorithmi (also on erning graph theory with respe t to separator theorems), as well as more stru tural
omplexity-theoreti lines of future resear h in parameterized omplexity.
Due to the la k of spa e, several details are deferred to the long version.

2 Basi de nitions and preliminaries
We onsider undire ted graphs G = (V; E ), V denoting the vertex set and E
denoting the edge set. We only onsider simple graphs (i.e., with no double edges)
without self-loops. Sometimes, we refer to V by V (G) in order to emphasize that
V is the vertex set of graph G; by N (v) we refer to the set of verti es adja ent
to v . G[D℄ denotes the subgraph indu ed by a vertex set D. For graphs G1 =
(V1 ; E1 ) and G2 = (V2 ; E2 ), by G1 \ G2 , we denote the graph (V1 \ V2 ; E1 \ E2 ).
G0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) is a subgraph of G = (V; E ), denoted by G0  G, if V 0  V and
E 0  E . In this paper, we only onsider graph lasses, denoted by G , that are
losed under taking subgraphs. The most important among these graph lasses
1
2

Here and in the following, n is the number of verti es of the input graph and k is
the parameter of the onsidered graph problem.
Lipton and Tarjan [9℄ only des ribe a solution for the stru turally mu h simpler
planar independent set in detail.
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is that of planar graphs, i.e., graphs that have a drawing in the plane without
edge rossings. Among others, we study the following vertex subsets of a graph
G = (V; E ): A vertex over C  V satis es that every edge of G has at least
one endpoint in C . An independent set is a set of pairwise nonadja ent verti es.
A dominating set D  V obeys that ea h of the rest of the verti es in G has at
least one neighbor in D. The orresponding problems are denoted by (planar)
vertex over, independent set, and dominating set.
Further onventions: we write A + B to denote the disjoint union of sets A and B .
We let 0  (1) = 0.

Linear problem kernels. Let L be a parameterized problem, i.e., L is a subset
of    N .3 Redu tion to problem kernel , then, means to repla e instan e (I; k ) 2
   N by a \redu ed" instan e (I 0 ; k0 ) 2    N (whi h we all problem kernel)
su h that k 0   k; jI 0 j  p(k ) with onstant , some fun tion p only depending
on k , and (I; k ) 2 L i (I 0 ; k 0 ) 2 L: Furthermore, we require that the redu tion
from (I; k ) to (I 0 ; k 0 ) is omputable in polynomial time TK (jIj; k ).
Often, the best one an hope for is that the problem kernel is size linear in k ,
a so- alled linear problem kernel . For instan e, using a theorem of Nemhauser
and Trotter, Chen et al. [4℄ observed a problem kernel of size 2k for vertex
over on general (not ne essarily planar) graphs. Furthermore, planar independent set has a problem kernel of size 4k due to the four olor theorem.
On ephaving a linear size problem kernel, it is fairly easy to use our framework to
get k -algorithms for these problems based upon the famous planar separator
theorem [8, 9℄. The onstant fa tor in the problem kernel size dire tly in uen es
the value of the exponential base. Hen e, lowering the kernel size is a ru ial
goal.

G = (V; E ) be an undire ted graph. A
separator S  V of G partitions V into two parts A1  V and A2  V su h
that A1 + S + A2 = V , and no edge joins verti es in A1 and A2 ; (A1 ; S; A2 ) is
alled a separation of G. When we restri t our attention to planar graphs, S is
alled y le separator if it forms a y le in some triangulation of G. A ording to
Lipton and Tarjan [8℄, an f ()-separator theorem (with onstants < 1, > 0)
for a lass G of graphs whi h is losed under taking subgraphs is a theorem of
the following form: If G is any n-vertex graph in G , then there is a separation
(A1 ; S; A2 ) of G su h that neither A1 nor A2 ontains more than n verti es,
and S ontains no more than f (n) verti es.
Stated in this
p and
p framework, the planar separator theorem due to Lipton
Tarjan [8℄ is a -separator theorem with onstants p= 2=3 and = 2 2. The
urrent re ord for = 2=3 is  1:97 [6℄. Similar -separator theorems are
also known for other graph lasses, e.g., for the lass of graphs of bounded genus,
see [5℄. It is also possible to in orporate weights in most separator theorems. We
refer to them as f ()-separator theorems for weighted graphs.

Classi al separator theorems. Let

3

In this paper, we assume the parameter to be a positive integer although, in general,
it might also be from an arbitrary language (e.g., being a subgraph).
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3 Glueable graph problems

G of tuples (G; k), G an undire ted
graph with vertex set V = fv1 ; : : : ; vn g and k a nonnegative real number, is
alled a sele t&verify (graph) problem if there exists a pair (P ; opt) with opt 2
fmin; maxg, su h that P is a fun tion that assigns to G a polynomial time
omputable fun tion of the form PG = PGsel + PGver ; where PGsel : f0; 1gn ! R+ ,
PGver : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g, and
Sele t&verify graph problems. A set

(G; k ) 2 G



,

optx2f0;1gn PG (x)  k
optx2f0;1gn PG (x)  k

if opt = min;
if opt = max :

For x = (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) 2 f0; 1gn with PG (x)  k if opt = min and with PG (x)  k
if opt = max, the vertex set sele ted by x and veri ed by PG is fvi 2 V j xi =
1; 1  i  ng. A ve tor x is alled admissible if PGver (x) = 0.
The intuition behind the term P = P sel +Pver is that the \sele ting fun tion"
sel
P ounts the size of the sele ted set of verti es and the \verifying fun tion"
Pver veri es whether this hoi e of verti es is an admissible solution. Every
sele t&verify graph problem that additionally admits a problem kernel of size
p(k) is solvable in time O(2p(k) p(k) + TK (n; k)).
We now give two examples for sele t&verify problems by spe ifying the fun tion PG = PGsel + PGver . InPboth ases the \sele ting fun tion" for a graph
in the ase of Vertex over,
G = (V; E ) will be PGsel = vi 2V xi : Firstly,
P
we have opt = min and hoose PGver (x) = fvi ;vj g2E 1  (1 xi )(1 xj ): Thus,
PG (x)  k guarantees a size at
Qset. Se ondly, for dominatP most k vertex over
ver
ing set, we have PG
(x) = vi 2V (1  (1 xi )  fvi ;vj g2E (1 xj )):
We will also need a notion of sele t&verify problems where the \sele ting
fun tion" and the \verifying fun tion" operate on a subgraph of the given graph:
Let P = P sel + Pver be the fun tion of a sele t&verify problem. For an n-vertex
graph G and subgraphs Gver = (V ver ; E ver ), Gsel = (V sel ; E sel )  G, we let

PGver (x j G

sel

) := PGver
ver (V ver (x)) + PGsel
sel (V sel (x));

where V 0 is the proje tion of the ve tor x 2 f0; 1gn to the variables orresponding to the verti es in V 0  V .
Glueability. We are going to solve graph problems, sli ing the given graph
into small pie es with the help of small separators. The separators will serve
as boundaries between the di erent graph parts into whi h the graph is split.
For ea h possible assignment of the verti es in the separators, we want to|
independently|solve the orresponding problems on the graph parts and then
re onstru t a solution for the whole graph by \gluing" together the solutions for
the graph parts. We need to assign olors to the separator verti es in the ourse
of the algorithm. Hen e, our algorithm has to be designed in su h a manner
that it an also ope with olored graphs. In general (e.g., in the ase of the
dominating set problem), it is not suÆ ient to simply use the two olors 1
(for en oding \in the sele ted set") and 0 (for \not in the sele ted set").
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Let us introdu e some auxiliary notions. Let G = (V; E ) be an undire ted
graph and let C0 ; C1 be nite, disjoint sets. A C0 -C1 - oloring of G is a fun tion
 : V ! C0 + C1 + f#g.4 For V 0  V , a fun tion  : V 0 ! C0 + C1 an naturally
be extended to a C0 -C1 - oloring of G by setting (v ) = # for all v 2 V n V 0 .
Consider a ve tor x 2 f0; 1gjV j . Let  be a C0 -C1 - oloring of G. Then,
x is onsistent with , written x  , if, for i = 0; 1 and j = 1; : : : ; jV j,
(vj ) 2 Ci ) xj = i; :
If  is a C0 -C1 - oloring of G and if 0 is a C00 -C10 - oloring of G, then  is
preserved by 0 , written  0 , if 8v 2 V 8i 2 f0; 1g ((v ) 2 Ci ) 0 (v ) 2 Ci0 ).
In the next se tion, when doing the divide and onquer approa h with a given
separator, we will deal with olorings on two di erent olor sets: one olor set
C int := C0int + C1int + f#g of internal olors that will be used for the assignments
of olors to the separator verti es and a olor set C ext := C0ext + C1ext + f#g
of external olors that will be used for handing down the information in the
divide-step of the algorithm. The idea is that, in ea h re ursive step, we will be
onfronted with a graph \pre- olored" with external olors. Every fun tion 
that assigns to a pair (ext ; int ) with ext : V ! C ext , int : V ! C int , ext
int , a (C0ext -C1ext)- oloring ext int is alled a re oloring if int ext int.
From the point of view of re ursion, ext is the pre- oloring whi h a ertain
re ursion instan e \re eives" from the alling instan e and int represents a
oloring whi h this instan e assigns to a ertain part of the graph. The oloring
ext  int is handed down in the re ursion.
We now introdu e the entral notion of \glueable" sele t&verify problems.
This formalizes those problems that an be solved with separator based divide
and onquer te hniques as des ribed above.

;

;

De nition 1. A sele t&verify problem
olors if there exist

;

G given by (P ; opt) is glueable with 





a olor set C int := C0int +C1int +f#g of internal olors with jC0int +C1int j =  ;
a olor set C ext := C0ext + C1ext + f#g of external olors;
a polynomial time omputable fun tion h : (R+ [ f1g)3 ! R+ [ f1g;




re olorings X for ea h X 2 fA1 ; S; A2 g, and
int
ver
for ea h internal oloring int : S ! C int , subgraphs Gver
Ai ( ) of G with
ver
ver
int
ver
ver
G [Ai ℄  GAi ( )  G [Ai + S ℄ for i = 1; 2, and subgraphs GS (int )
int
ver
of Gver with Gver
S ( )  G [S ℄

and, for every n-vertex graph G = (V; E ) and subgraphs
separation (A1 ; S; A2 ) of Gver , we nd

Gver; Gsel  G with a

ext : V ! C ext,
optfPG (x j Gsel ) j x 2 f0; 1gn ^ x  ext g

= opt  :S!C0 + C1 h EvalA1 (int ); EvalS (int ); EvalA2 (int ) :

su h that, for ea h external oloring
ver

int

4

int

ext ;int

int

The symbol # will be used for the unde ned (i.e., not yet de ned) olor.

(1)
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Here, EvalX () for

optfPGver
X (int )

X 2 fA ; S; A g is of the form EvalX (int ) =
(x j Gver [X ℄ \ Gsel ) j x 2 f0; 1gn ^ x  (ext X int )g:
1

2

Lemma 1.
and

Vertex over and independent set
dominating set is glueable with 4 olors.

are glueable with 2 olors

Proof. For Vertex over, we use the olor sets Ci` := fi` g for ` 2 f int; extg
int
and i = 0; 1. The fun tion h is h(x; y; z ) = x + y + z . The subgraphs Gver
X ( ) for
int
int
int
ver
int
ver
X 2 fA1 ; S; A2 g and  : S ! C0 + C1 are GX ( ) := G [X ℄. In this
way, the subroutine EvalS (int ) he ks whether the oloring int yields a vertex
over on Gver [S ℄ and the subroutines EvalAi (int ) ompute the minimum size
vertex over on Gver [Ai ℄. However, we still need to make sure that all edges going
from Ai to S are overed. If a vertex in S is assigned a 1 int by int , the in ident
edges are already overed. In the ase of a 0 int -assignment for a vertex v 2 S ,
we an olor all neighbors in N (v ) \ Ai to belong to the vertex over. This is
done by the following re olorings \Ai ." De ne

(

ext

Ai 

int

8
< 0ext

if int (v ) = 0 int ;
)(v ) = 1 if int (v ) = 1 int or 9w 2 N (v ) with int (w) = 0 int ;
:
#; otherwise:
ext

By this re oloring de nition, an edge between a separator vertex and a vertex
in Ai whi h is not overed by the separator vertex (due to the urrently onsidered internal oloring) will be overed by the vertex in Ai . Our above reasoning
shows that|with these settings|equation (1) is satis ed.
Independent set is shown to be glueable with 2 olors by a similar idea.
Regarding dominating set, we refer to the full paper.
ut
We want to mention in passing that|besides the problems given in Lemma 1|
many more sele t&verify problems are glueable. In parti ular, this is true for the
weighted versions and variations of the above mentioned problems.

4 Fixed parameter divide and onquer algorithms
For
p the onsiderations in this se tions, let us x a graph lass G for whi h
a -separator theorem with onstants and is known. Then, we onsider a
sele t&verify graph problem G de ned by (P ; opt) that is glueable with  olors.

4.1 Using glueability for divide and onquer

The evaluation of the term optx2f0;1gn PG (x) an be done re ursively as follows.
Start the omputation with optfPG (x) j x 2 f0; 1gng = optfPGver (x j Gsel ) j
ext
x 2 f0; 1gn; x  ext
 #" and Gver = Gsel = G.
0 g, where \0
When optx2f0;1gn ; xext PGver (x j Gsel ) needs to be al ulated for some
sel
G ; Gver  G, and an external oloring ext : V (G) ! C0ext + C1ext +f#g,
we do the following:
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p

1. If Gver has size greater than some onstant , then nd a -separator
for Gver with V (Gver ) = A1 + S + A2 .
2. For all internal olorings int of S with ext int do:
(a) Determine EvalAi (int ) re ursively for i = 1; 2.
(b) Determine EvalS (int ).
3. Return optint ;ext ;int h(EvalA1 (int ); EvalS (int ); EvalA2 (int )).

;

int
The size of the subproblems, i.e., the size of the graphs Gver
Ai ( ) whi h are
used in the re ursion, plays a ru ial role in the analysis of the running time of
this algorithm.

De nition 2. A glueable sele t&verify problem is alled slim if the subgraphs

int
ver
Gver
Ai ( ) are only by a onstant number of verti es larger than G [Ai ℄, i.e., if
ver
int
there exists a   0 su h that jV (GAi ( ))j  jAi j +  for all internal olorings
int : S ! C int .

Note that the proof of Lemma 1 shows that both vertex over and independent set are slim with  = 0, whereas dominating set is not, as exhibited in
the paper's long version. The following proposition gives the running time of the
above algorithm. In order to assess the time required for the above given divide
and onquer algorithm, we use the following abbreviations for the running times
of ertain subroutines: TS (n) denotes the time to nd a separator in an n-vertex
graph from lass G . TM (n) denotes the time to onstru t the modi ed graphs
int
ext
int
Gver
X ( ) 2 G and the modi ed olorings ( X  ) (for X = fA1 ; S; A2 g
int
ext
int
and ea h internal oloring  with 
 ) from an n-vertex graph from
lass G . TE (m) is the time
to
evaluate
Eval
(int ) for all int , ext int , in a
S
p
separator of size m = n. Tg (n) is the time for gluing the results obtained by
two sub-problems ea h of size O(n). In the following, we assume that all these
fun tions are polynomials.

;

;

Proposition 1. For every G 2 G , optx2f0;1gn PG (x) an be omputed in time
p 0)
pn
0
=(1
0

:
; ; ) q(n); where ( ; ; ) = 
Here, 0 = + for any  2 (0; 1 ) and the running time analysis only
holds for
n  n (), and q is some polynomial. If, however, G is slim or the p-separator
(

0

theorem yields
y le separators, then the running time for the omputation is
p
( ; ;  ) n q (n); whi h then holds for all n.

Proof. (Sket h) Let T (n) denote the time to ompute optx2f0;1gn ; xext PGver (x j
Gsel ) for a graph Gver = (V ver ; E ver) with n = jV ver j (where ext : V (G) !
C0ext + C1ext +f#g is some external oloring and Gsel ; Gver  G). In the ase of
the existen e of a y le separator theorem or if the problem is slim, the re urren e we have to solve in order to ompute an upper bound on T (n) then reads
as follows:

T (n)  

pn

 2 T ( n)  (|TM (n) + TE ( pn{z) + Tg ( n + pn))} +TS (n):
TM;E;g (n)

=:
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The fun tions TpM;E;g
p(n) and TS (n) are polynomials. The solution is given by
T (n)  ( =(1 )) n q(n) for some polynomial q(). In the general ase, from
the de nition of glueability, we have that the size of the two
subprobpnremaining
int
for
ea
h
int that
lems to be solved re ursively is jV (Gver
(

))
j

n
+
Ai
ext
0
preserves
 . Sin e with = + , for some  2 (0; 1 ), the inequality
ut
n + pn  0 n holds for suÆ iently large n, the result follows.

4.2 How (linear) problem kernels help
Proposition 1 together with the existen e of problem kernels yields:
Theorem 1. Suppose that G admits a problem kernel of polynomial size p(k)
on G omputable in time TK (n; k ). Then, there is an algorithm to de ide (G; k ) 2
G , for a graph G 2 G , in time

p
p 0
; ) p k q(k) + TK (n; k); where ( 0 ; ; ) =  =
; (2)
and 0 = +  for any  2 (0; 1
), holding p
only for n  n (), where q () is
some polynomial. If, however, G is slim or the -separator theorempyields y le
separators, then the running time for the omputation is ( ; ;  ) p k q (k ) +
TK (n; k); whi h then holds for all k.
ut
( 0;

( )

(1

)

0

( )

In parti ular, this means that for glueable sele t&verify problems for planar
graphs that admit a linear
size dk , we get an algorithm
p ofprunp problem kernel of

0):
ning time O ( 0 ; ; ; d) k q (k )+ TK (n; k ) , where ( 0 ; ; ; d) = p d=(1
Sin e vertex over is a slim problem, Theorem 1 yields a gk -algorithm
for G g , where G g denotes the lass of graphs of genus bounded by g , see [5℄.

4.3 Towards avoiding (linear) problem kernels: the ore on ept
We are going to introdu e the novel notion of problem ores, whi h is losely
related to that of problem kernels, but seemingly \in omparable" and tailored
towards unweighted minimization sele t&verify problems. The idea is to restri t
(only) the size of the \sele tion spa e", while|unlike in the setting of problem kernels|the whole (possibly large) problem instan e may be still used for
\ he king".
De nition 3. Consider an unweighted sele t&verify minimization graph problem G spe i ed by (P ; min). A orer of size p(k ) is a polynomial time omputable
mapping  : ((V; E ); k ) 7! V satisfying jV j  p(k ), and 9x = (x1 ; : : : ; xjV j ) 2
f0; 1gjV j (PG (x)  k ^ fvi 2 V j xi = 1g  V ). The set V is also alled the
problem ore of G . If p(k ) = ak , we all  a linear orer. In this ase V is alled
a fa tor-a problem ore.
Note that weighted minimization problems ould also be treated similarly at the
expense of further te hni al ompli ations. Having a problem ore automati ally
makes a sele t&verify problem a \simple" one: For the problem ore V , whi h
an be omputed in polynomial time, it is enough to he k all k -element subsets,
giving xed parameter tra tability. Stirling's formula yields:
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G has a size ak problem kernel or if the
ore is a fa tor-a ore, then there is a \minf(ea)k ; 2ak g-algorithm" for G .
ut

Lemma 2. If a sele t&verify problem

Even though there seems to be no general interrelation between problem kernels
and ores, for our purposes, the di erent on epts an be inter hanged:

Theorem 2. Let G be an n-vertex-graph from a graph lass G for whi h a

p-

separator theorem for weighted graphs is known with onstants , . Suppose
that G admits a orer of size p(k ), whi h an be omputed in polynomial time
TC (n). Then, there is an algorithm to de ide (G; k) 2 G , for G 2 G , in time

p
p 0
;
; ) p k q(k) + TC (n); where ( 0 ; ; ) =  =
and 0 = +  for
any  2 (0; 1
), holding only for n  n (). If, however,
G is slim or the p-separatorptheorem yields y le separators, then the time for
the omputation is ( ; ;  ) p k q (k ) + TC (n); whi h holds for all k .
Proof. (Sket h) Consider G = (V; E ) 2 G . The algorithm pro eeds as follows:
(1) Compute a ore V  V ontaining at most p(k ) verti es in time TC (n).
(2) Then, G[V ℄ 2 G is the graph from whi h verti es have to be sele ted.
(3) Find an optimal x satisfying PG (x j G[V ℄) by applying the algorithm out( 0;

( )

(1

)

0

( )

lined before Prop. 1. One modi ation of this algorithm, however, is ne essary:
we do not use a separator theorem in step 1 of that algorithm for a separation
of Gver , but we add weights to Gver as follows: V indu es a weight fun tion ! on
Gver by letting !(v) = 1=jV j, if v 2 V and !(v) = 0, otherwise. Then, we apply
a separator theorem for weighted graphs to Gver with the weight fun tion ! .
The onstants ( ; ;  ) and ( 0 ; ;  ) then are derived as in Prop. 1.
ut

5 Con lusion and further results
Summary. We exhibited how to use separator theorems for obtaining

pk

- xed
parameter divide and onquer algorithms. We de ned \glueable sele t&verify
problems," apturing graph problems su h as vertex over and dominating
set, as a problem lass that allows for a divide and onquer approa h on ertain
graph lasses. Admittedly, the onstants within these algorithms are still rather
huge. pFor example, in the ase of planar vertex over, Theorem 1 yields a
37181 k -algorithm. In the long version, we elaborate on several ideas to over ome
this weakness:
Further results (see the full version of the paper). Firstly, we analyze how
Lipton and Tarjan proved their famous planar separator theorem; basi ally, the
proof onsists of two steps: in the rst step, the given graph is thinned into pie es
of \small" radius, and in the se ond step, a spe ial ( y le) separator lemma
for planar graphs with bounded radius is used. The su h obtained separator
therefore onsists of two parts. Sin e after one appli ation of Lipton and Tarjan's
separator theorem (in a divide and onquer algorithm as des ribed in Se tion 4),
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the remaining graph pie es still have relatively small radius, one ould avoid the
rst thinning step. Iterating this idea in an optimized
fashion, one gets, e.g.,
p
in the ase of planar vertex over, a 8564 k -algorithm. It is a hallenge if
better algorithm bounds are obtainable by using other separator theorems.
Se ondly, we dis uss the idea of stopping the re ursion before having graph
parts of onstant size and then applying, e.g., elaborated sear h tree algorithms
to these small parts. More pre isely, a divide and onquer algorithm would on e
use Lipton and Tarjan's planar separator theorem for sli ing the graph into
pie es of small radius and then use only the mentioned spe ial ( y le) separator
lemma in the remainder of the re ursion, until all graph pie es are suÆ iently
2=3
small. In this way, one gets k -algorithms with reasonable small onstants .
2=3
For example, we derive a 7:7670k -algorithm for planar vertex over.
Future resear h. We brie y sket h three lines of future resear h. (1) An alternative idea in order to lower the involved onstants would be to devise new
separator theorems with onstants and , not only on entrating on bringing
down for xedp (as, e.g., done for = 2=3 in [6℄), but on minimizing the
). (2) It is an issue of future resear h to further investigate
fun tion =(1
the newly introdu ed on ept of ores. For example: is there a linear size ore
(or kernel) for planar dominating set? (3) Finally, this paper (together with
[1, 2℄) might be a stimulus to investigate
pk the stru ture \within" FPT in order to
distinguish problems allowing for
-algorithms from problems whi h seem to
allow only for k -algorithms. Is it possible to develop a reasonable ne-grained
stru tural theory of FPT? Note that Cai and Juedes [3℄ very re ently showed
that for a list of parameterized problems (e.g., for vertex over on general
graphs) o(k) -algorithms are impossible unless FPT = W [1℄.
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